Coffee Lectures
5:00-5:15 pm online

Go to tiny.uzh.ch/coffee for the ZOOM link!

**Tue, Apr 20 2021**
**How not to write a paper**
Are you writing your first research article? We will show you e.g. why you should write a generic introduction and not cite the most recent literature. Rejection guaranteed!
_Sabine Klein, HBZ_

**Wed, Apr 21 2021**
**Manage easily your references with Mendeley**
With Mendeley you can easily manage your references. PDFs can be read with the integrated PDF Viewer. Create in Word citations and a reference list with the citation tool Mendeley Cite. Get a quick view through the functionalities of Mendeley Reference Manager.
_Christine Verhoustraeten, HBZ_

**Thu, Apr 22 2021**
**Why every Scientist needs SciFinder**
SciFinder® offers access to a comprehensive database of substances and linked information. In addition to organic and inorganic compounds, the indexed substances encompass biomolecules (nucleic acids, proteins), crystalline or amorphous materials, polymers, elements, isotopes and even elementary particles. Join this coffee lecture to learn how your research can benefit from this versatile tool!!
_Anna Véron, HBZ_

**Tue, Apr 27 2021**
**Dimensions: more than Web of Science or Scopus**
Dimensions is an alternative to Web of Science and Scopus. Even the free versions contextualises as many or more traditional academic research publications like articles and book chapters by linking them to other materials. We will show you how you can use Dimensions to research for scientific information that the other databases don't have.
_Gary Seitz, HBZ_

**Wed, Apr 28 2021**
**PubMed at its best**
PubMed is the most comprehensive literature database for biomedical and medical science. In this coffee lecture, you will learn how the new PubMed improves your search results and how you can use a personal account to facilitate your regular literature search.
_Martina Gosteli, HBZ_

**Thu, Apr 29 2021**
**How to deal with "Invitations to Publish"**
Do you get a lot of e-mails, asking you to publish in an open access journal you have hardly ever heard about? You might be asking yourself whether they are legit, predatory or in a grey zone somewhere inbetween. In this coffee lecture we would like to show you how to find out which journals you want to submit to.
_Anna Véron & Gary Seitz, HBZ_

**Tue, Mai 04 2021**
**Kartenportal.CH - a treasure box for maps**
You are looking for maps, atlases or panoramas of a certain place? But you are missing bibliographic information such as title or author? With Kartenportal.CH you will find what you are looking for!
_Monika Kriemler, HBZ_

**Wed, Mai 05 2021**
**Avoiding Mistakes in Data Management Plans**
Do you have to write a Data Management Plan (DMP) for your research project and do not know what the pitfalls are? Learn how to avoid the most common problems and mistakes, and make sure the SNSF does not send your DMP back for revision.
_Stefanie Strebel, HBZ_

**Thu, Mai 06 2021**
**Open Access Monitoring: Pros and Limits**
Do you want to know how Open Access numbers have developed at UZH over the years? And which academic discipline has the highest percentage of OA publications? The Coffee Lecture will present the advantages, but also the limitations of the new ZORA-based Open Access Monitor of the University of Zurich. In addition, there will be a short detour to other tools and rankings.
_Daniela Jost, HBZ_